Introduction
In [ This statement is the main result of the present paper. It also has some nice consequences, which are discussed in section 4 below.
Basic definition and notions
Let us recall that an orthocomplemented poset, abbreviated orthoposet, (see [1] ) is an algebraic structure Definition 7. (see [2] ). An orthoposet Ρ is said to be implicative if a -> b = 1 implies a s b , for all a,b e Ρ .
In [2] it is proved that every implicative orthoposet is orthomodular. Observe that a horizontal sum of a family F of orthomodular posets is implicative iff every member of F is implicative . We will call it shortly an associated orthomodular poset.
We precede the proof with some lemmas.
Lemma 15. Let (P, ·, 0, 1) be a partial orthoimplicative algebra. Then the following hold:
(Wl) 00 = 1 , Proof. This is a consequence of axioms A4, A5, A8 and the above Lemma 15 (W4, W5).
Lemma 17. Let (Ρ, ·, 0, 1) he a partial orthoimplicative algebra and * be the partial order defined in Theorem 14. Suppose that for some x, y € Ρ , χ a yo. Then yO · χ is the least upper bound of χ and y, i.e.:
x s yo --• yO-x * χ ν y.
Proof. First we prove that χ , y s yo*χ . Put a = xO , b = y in A7 we obtain ( χΟΌ ) a ( χθ-y ) , i.e. χ s xO y. Observe that it follows from Lemma 15. (H6) that y s χο and yO'X = χθ-y. Then y a y0*x = xO-y. Now suppose that for some zeP we have χ , y s ζ. He will show that yO-x s ζ . Put a = χ , b=z0 , c=y0 in A9. He obtain: (yO-x) * (zOx) . Put a = χ , b = ζ in A6.3. He obtain ζ0·χ -ζ. Thus yO-x * z.
Corollary 18. If χ * y then y-x = χ ν yO .
Lesna 19. Let (Ρ, ·, 0, 1) be a partial orthoimplicative algebra and let x, y, ζ e Ρ be such that xy exists and ζ s χ, y. Then ζ s xy.
Proof. Put a = x, b = ζ, c = y in All, we obtain xz * xy . But xz " ζ ν xO fc ζ . Then ζ a xy . This example shows that, in general, the orthomodular poset associated with a partial orthoimplicative algebra can be
